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Notes in hard covers
This section comprises Marshall's early notes. Although
largely undated, most can be attributed to before 1890. With
the exception of the earliest general notebook and a section of
notes on [Johann Heinrich] Von Thunen all are enclosed
within hard cover folders. There is no evidence of how
Marshall originally ordered these, but he clearly re-used them
and there is evidence that some of the original series is
missing. The old Marshall Library box numbers showed no
logical ordering, thus as no date order can be established they
have been rearranged in alphabetical order using Marshall's
titles. The untitled general notebook and loose notes on Von
Thunen are placed at the beginning of the series. One untitled
folder has been put under Economic History.
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Loose note dated 24.5.1938 with this item states Mary
Marshall lent it to Mr [Claude] Guillebaud. He was to give it to
the Marshall Library when he had finished with it.
An early note or commonplace book consisting of eleven
sections of folded paper, including some embossed with arms
of Cambridge Union Society, apparently hand stitched at later
date into hard cover. Those sections with headings are
meditanda, T.W., memoranda for Fleming, poetry, terse
sayings, mathematical, similes metaphors etc. and
miscellaneous quotations. Much of material concerns
philosophy and psychology, from the period when Marshall
was uncertain of direction his studies would take.
There are numerous sub-sections, particularly in meditanda,
including fundamental tendancies of the human mind, reality,
instinct, faculties of the human mind, man and beast,
self-consciousness and the laws of nature.
Includes Marshall's comments on subjective introspection of
physical feelings, mathematical questions on physical
problems and on probability.
Pages 82, 84-7 are booklists of works on philosophy, logic
and political economy, including pencilled notes in a later
hand. Throughout the notebook there are many attributed
quotations from works read by Marshall. Authors include
Alexander Bain, H.T.Buckle, John Grote, Thomas Hobbes,
John Stuart Mill, Dugald Stewart.
Fleming, [ ] & Bain, Alexander & Buckle, Henry Thomas &
Grote, John & Hobbes, Thomas & Mill, John Stuart & Stewart,
Dugald
Marshall - early notebook
Philosophy & Logic & Psychology
Originally a hard board covered notebook, hand made from
eleven unequal length sections of folded paper. Various
papers used, slightly different sizes approximately 11.5 cm x
17.5 cm. Recently cut out of cover. Those sheets totally blank
were removed January 1995 and the remaining sheets, some
314 pages, numbered
Acidic and foxed on edges. Some loose pages at beginning of
sections. Top and bottom of text of last section has been
trimmed slightly when originally bound
Partial transcript
Page 27, headed "Man and Beast" transcribed in note 33 of
Tiziano Raffaelli, 'The Early Philosophical Writings of Alfred
Marshall', in 'Research in the History of Economic Thought
and Methodology'. Pages 93-101 transcribed as an Appendix,
ibidem, pp 109-12
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Notes on various chapters of Johann Heinrich von Thunen's
'Der Isolierte Staat', vol. 2, part 1 of 1850. Marshall corrects
some errors concerned with von Thunen's theory of marginal
productivity. Includes statistical table and several diagrams.
Transferred to section 4 from lectures, as are early notes. No
hard cover survives, so placed at beginning of series
Thunen, Johann Heinrich von
Ec theory - marginal productivity
Other economists - von Thunen
Diagrams
14 sheets 142 mm x 237 mm, 13 in ink, 1 (possibly later date)
in pencil
Rough top edges and ink acidic. Otherwise sound
Partial transcript
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867- 1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol.2, pp.
248-252
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Two pages of chronology of life of Adam Smith taken from
Sargant, 5 sheets essay or exam questions on Smith, note of
Feb 1884 on the effect of different kinds of capital on labour
with reference to a statement in "The Economics of Industry"
and 18 sheets notes on selected chapters W[ealth] of
N[ations] books II and III. No notes remain on book I, those on
II and III were clearly made at various times.
Sargant, William Lucas & Smith, Adam
Publications - Economics of Industry
Other economists - Adam Smith
Effect of capital on labour
Marshall - teaching, exam questions
26 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
Paper and ink acidic, creasing on edges some sheets
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Notes on Adam Smith's 'Wealth of Nations,' Book IV, chapters
1-7 and 9, concerning mercantile system and foreign trade.
Sheets of exam or essay questions are at the end of notes on
each chapter.
Smith, Adam
Other economists - Adam Smith
Foreign trade
Marshall - teaching, exam questions
67 sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
Ink and some sheets paper acidic, otherwise sound
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Notes on Adam Smith, 'Wealth of Nations' Book V, chapters 1
and 2 concerning the revenue of the Sovereign, questions on
Book IV chapters 4 and 5 and notes on [David] Ricardo, 'On
the Principles of Political Economy, and Taxation' chapters 13,
19, 22-3 and 30.
Smith, Adam & Ricardo, David
Other economists - Ricardo
Other economists - Smith
Marshall - teaching, exam questions
55 sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
Ink and some sheets paper acidic, otherwise sound
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Notes on Adam Smith's 'Wealth of Nations' Book II, chapter 5
and 19 pages of questions on the work, most with relevant
Book and chapter number at top of page.
Smith, Adam
Other economists - Adam Smith
Marshall - teaching, exam questions
23 sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
Ink and some sheets paper acidic, otherwise sound
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Three sections enclosed in paper folders on growth of capital,
wages of management and profits on capital.
1 p. folder headed 'Capital, growth of'; 3 pp. Marshall's notes
on accumulation of capital; 1 p. cutting from ?'The Beehive' of
9 Feb 1876 listing new companies in 1875; 1 p. cutting from
'Times' of 16 Jan 1878 reporting Statistical Society meeting of
previous day, when Robert Giffen gave paper on 'Recent
Accumulations of Capital in the United Kingdom'; _ pp. press
cuttings 19 July 1879 listing business failures in U.K.and
undated letter to The Times from 'Inquirer' on shrinkage of
Capital; _pp. notes on [Thomas] Brassey, 'On Work and
Wages' chapter XIII, co-operation.
1 p. folder 'Capital, wages of Management'; 23 pp. detailed
notes on 'Wages of Superintendence', possibly text of lecture
or speech.
1 p. folder 'Capital, Profits on'; 2 pp. mounted news cuttings,
'Profits of one English Iron and Steel Company', 'The Bulletin',
5 Dec 1877 and 'Capital Employed in Joint Stock Enterprise'
from an undated 'Economist'.
Giffen, Robert & Brassey, Thomas

Mainly loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark
green, marbled effect, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm
x 243 mm each board, 34 ff. including folders, now numbered
Ink and paper acidic, some foxing
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Notes on Earnings of Management apparently relating to the
writing of Books IV and VI of 'Principles of Economics'.
Page referring to article in 'Pall Mall' on profits of a butcher,
giving Marshall's alternative way of calculating them.
4 pp. folded together (but with different numbering sequences)
dealing with hypothetical undertaker and workload of
employees, earnings of management including reference to
Book IV chapter XII and J[oint] S[tock] Companies.
2 pp. folded 'Book VI ch V Interest' and 'Problem to be solved
in connection with demand for factors of production' dated 18
May 1884.
5 pp. within folded sheet headed 'Interest and E of M', on
demand for labour, the field of employment, reference to [Paul
Leroy]-Beaulieu's work on E of M, notes on large and small
production and middleman's earnings with reference to Irish
butter producers
1 folded page headed 'Interest, the return of', giving a detailed
example of a man borrowing £100 under agreement to pay
£105 after a year. 1 p. notes from work by Leroy-Beaulieu on
business? power.
Leroy-Beaulieu, Paul & Beaulieu SEE Leroy-Beaulieu

15 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm or folded to that
size, within dark green, textured silk effect, cloth-covered
cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm each board
generally good, some sheets acidic
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Substantial notes on wages made at different times, plus
press cuttings.
Mounted cutting from the 'Bulletin' quoting Dr [Charles
William] Siemens, President of British Iron and Steel Institute
[1877], on relation between wages and efficiency. 1 p.
Marshall's mathematical formula for wages, last section
anotated 'not clear' by him.
6 folded pp., outer sheet headed 'XXIV Influence of
occupation on character', on cultivation of allotments and
systems of poor relief, including Marshall's view that thrifty
poor should receive greater assistance than 'unthrifty'.
4 folded pp., outer sheet headed 'Field of Employment',
intended for chapter III on difficulties connected with the
theory of distribution.
38 pp. early detailed notes on labour market, within folded
sheet headed 'Labour: theory of wages'. Marshall classifies
labour into 4 kinds, gives examples of supply and demand
curves. Refers to work of [John Stuart] Mill and [William
Thomas] Thornton in particular. Last 2 pages are from
different sequence.
4 pp. all headed 'wages', notes from work of [Thomas Robert]
Malthus and [Thomas] Brassey, on effect of rise in wages
from ?Jevons, on ratio of increase of population and capital
1860-70.
1 p. note from factory reports 1888, headed 'migration etc.' on
fact that nail and lace making people were no longer bringing
up children to these trades; 1 p. headed 'population', giving
means of calculating relationship of solar heat, population and
coal consumption; page references to various points in [Carl]
Menger on back of a p.17 relating to price of mutton and beef;
references to depression reports on English and Irish land; 2
press cuttings on wages in USA and Australia; cutting of 25
Oct 1887 of German statistics on motive power of the world.
Part of folded page Marshall's notes on relationship between
natural ability and business success; 2 pp. on apprenticeship,
citing work of [Lujo] Brentano and Scott Russell
Brassey, Thomas & Brentano, Lujo & Malthus, Thomas
Robert & Menger, Karl & Mill, John Stuart & Russell, J. Scott
& Siemens, Charles William
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64 loose sheets, most approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark
green, textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243
mm each board
acidic on edges, some small tears
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Notes on Confucius, Buddhism etc taken from published
works, apparently for lectures on History of Political Economy.
3 pp. Marshall's introductory thoughts on value of studying
history of civilization for application to economics.
10 pp. notes from G.W.F. Hegel's 'Philosophy of History',
giving page references; 1 p. from [William Edward Hartpole]
Lecky on Epicureanism; 6 pp. from Bridges on Confucius and
China; 1 p. short note on Chinese metaphysics.
Detailed notes from works of Max Muller; 2 pp. on Parsis, 6
pp. on Vedas and 9 pp. on Buddhism from 'Chips from a
German workshop: the Science of Religion' [vol 1]
1 p. dates and list main events in India and China; 4 pp. notes
from [Henry Thomas] Buckle on population; 1 p. quotation
from Muller to effect that real history of man is the history of
religion.
Buckle, Henry Thomas & Muller, Max & Lecky, William
Edward Hartpole & Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
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44 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm (one folded), within
dark green, textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm
x 243 mm each board
Many right edges dirty and creased
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Notes on Greek and Roman civilisation from published works,
probably for preparation of lectures on History of Political
Economy.
1 p. note of German and French book references; 1 p.
quotation from [Johann Kaspar] Bluntschli, 'Allgemeine
Statslehre' [2 volume edition] on Roman character.
11 pp. (numbered 11-21) notes on Greece, Rome and
Christianity from [Georg Wilhelm Friedrich] Hegel, 'Philosophy
of History'
15 pp. notes on Greek and Roman characteristics from
[Theodor] Mommsen and Hegel, including lengthy quotations
(with page refs.)
44 pp. (numbered 33-56, 59-78a) lengthy notes on Greek
spirit and morality, Plato and the division of labour, Xenophon,
Aristotle, Roman economy (from Theodor Mommsen's 'The
History of Rome') including slavery and debt. Last page is list
of books read by Marshall to prepare notes.
2 pp. notes on slavery taken from [John Elliot] Cairnes ['The
Slave Power', 1863] and L. Wheeler, 'Practical Treatise on
Law of Slavery'.
1 p. notes on each of following: Solens on economic
legislation, protection, Roman character, Greek intellect,
usury, Greek cities, Greek character, using named works
3 pp. on usury from [William Edward Hartpole] Lecky,
?'Democracy and Liberty: the History of European Morals from
Augustus to Charlemagne'.
Bluntschli, Johann Kaspar & Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
& Mommsen, Theodor & Cairnes, John Elliot & Wheeler, L. &
Lecky, William Edward Hartpole
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84 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, 1 sheet 113 mm x
127 mm, within dark green, textured, cloth-covered cardboard
folder 155 mm x 243 mm each board
Some paper and ink very acidic, most sheets dirty on right
edge.
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Econ[omic] History: Middle Ages I
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Notes covering the period from the the beginnings of
Christianity to King Edward III, plus notes from Adam Smith
'Wealth of Nations', apparently for use in lectures.
82 pp. (numbered 79-145 with inserts) continued from series
in Marshall 4/11, covering Christianity, The Germans,
Anglo-Saxons and transition to feudalism, Charlemagne, the
Crusades, rise of boroughs, Italian republics, Anglo-Norman
constitution, Magna Carta. Numerous authors cited including
Francois Pierre Guillaume Guizot ('lectures on civilization in
France' and other works), Henry Hallam and Jerome-Adolphe
Blanqui.
1 p. note on Israelites and usury; 2 pp. (numbered 57-8)
headed 'Isolated economical facts', apparently from Adam
Smith, 'Wealth of Nations'; 1 p. (numbered 78) note from
same work on ruin of Roman rule; 4 pp. Marshall's notes on
questions he feels Adam Smith overlooked on recognition of
work well done, applied to teaching.
Guizot, Francois Pierre Guillaume & Hallam, Henry & Blanqui,
Jerome-Adolphe
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90 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
stains on some sheets, most dirty and creased on right edge,
ink acidic
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Very varied short notes from published works and a long
series on gilds, probably used in preparation of lectures.
2 pp. notes on French Parlements from [J.H.] Bridges 'France
under Richelieu and Colbert'; 2 pp. on characteristics of
English law; 1 p. each on influence of law on national growth
and primogeniture;
6 pp. notes on allodial tenure, from [Henry Sumner] Maine
'Ancient Law' and Adam Smith 'Wealth of Nations'
7 pp. notes on aspects of feudalism from work of Maine; 1 p.
on Rousseau from Maine; 2 pp. on Grotius from Vernon
Harcourt.
28 pp. on gilds (numbered 1-25 with inserts) from [Lujo]
Brentano 'On the history and development of Gilds and the
origin of trade unions,' 1870.
3 pp. on mediaevalism from work of [William Edward Hartpole]
Lecky, 2 pp. from [J.H.] Bridges; 6 pp. on cultivating common
fields headed 'Nasse', using [William] Marshall and [Erwin]
Nasse.
1 p. each headed monasticism, history of labour, middle ages,
land tax, gold, mediaevalism; 2 pp. each headed villeins,
pauperism; 1 p. each headed the Statute of Apprentices 1562
(incomplete), Gabelle 1700, gilds, staple 1329.
Brentano, Lujo & Maine, Henry Charles Sumner & Vernon
Harcourt & Lecky, William Edward Hartpole & Bridges, J.H. &
Marshall, William & Nasse, Erwin
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75 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
ink acidic on some sheets, right hand edges dirty
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Various history notes including a chronological sequence by
topic and notes on work of Rudolf Gneist.
2 pp. notes on value of money and wages from [Henry]
Hallam; 1 p. each on history of property, labour, the French
livre; 10 pp. on government of England, France and Germany
up to 19th century from [Rudolf] Gneist 'Vervaltungeschichte'.
1 p. on Roman origin of English characteristics; 2 pp. teutonic
cities and characteristics from [E.A.] Freeman 'Comparative
Politics'; 1 p. on Japan from Carl[sic] Marx; 4 pp. early notes
on labor 1066-1349 from work of Eden and [Erwin] Nasse 'On
the agricultural community of the Middle Ages and inclosures
of the sixteenth century in England' [1871 edition]
Series with dates in top left corners, 1349-1581, 22 pp.
including regrators, metayers, taxes, engrossers, 11 pp. on
labor from various authors, Black Death, usury, enclosures,
anti-foreign feeling and prices.
Freeman, Edward Augustus & Hallam, Henry & Gneist, Rudolf
& Marx, Karl & Nasse, Erwin
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45 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within light green,
cloth-covered cardboard folder 140 mm x 221 mm each board
3 holes punched in back board of folder, paper and ink of
some sheets acidic, many dirty and worn on right edge
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Largely notes on the physiocrats, particularly Quesney, used
for lectures.
2 pp. notes from work of 1581 by 'W.S. Gentleman', "A
Compendium or briefe examination of certayne ordinary
complaints..." re economic problems of the time; 1 p. notes
from Say on political economy in ancient times; 2 pp.
comparison of physiocrats compared with Hobbes from [J]
Austin 'Lectures on Jurisprudence'; 4 pp. headed 'lecture note'
on physiocrats; 1 p. on origin of name physiocrats; 2 pp. from
Tocqueville; 2 pp. odd notes on Quesnay.
11 pp. notes on [Francois] Quesney from Leonce de Lavergne
'Les economistes francais du dix-huitieme siecle'; 4 pp. on
rent from Adam Smith; 2 pp. (numbered 3.1 and 3.2)
Marshall's interpretation of Quesnay's Tableau; 2 pp. on
Quesnay's definitions; 1 p. each on [Anne Robert Jaques]
Turgot from Meyer and [Alexis] de Tocqueville.
11 pp. notes from Turgot 'Reflexions sur la formation et la
distribution des richesses', 1774
Austin, J. & Lavergne, Leonce de & Turgot, Anne Robert
Jaques & Tocqueville, Alexis de
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46 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
many sheets acidic, dirty and worn on right hand edge
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History of Economic Theory: II
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Very varied notes, probably used in preparation of lectures.
3 pp. (numbered 2-4) notes from work of Travers Twiss; 10
pp. Mary Marshall's notes in French on [Richard] Cantillon
'Essai sur la Nature du Commerce en General' [Foxwell 1/31
of 1 Feb 1883 is Marshall's request to Foxwell for a copy of
this for Mary]
2 pp. from [William Lucas] Sargant on Adam Smith; 7 pp. on
[Heinrich Friedrich Karl] Stein and land tenure in Prussia
1807-1850 from Morier, Cobden Club Essays; 1 p. headed 5
and Q3 on matayer system of tenure; 1 p. on ?law; 2 pp. on
Adam Smith and production from Twiss.
4 pp. from [?Richard] Jones on labour as source of wealth; 7
pp. from work of [?Horace] Greeley headed protection; 5 pp.
general notes on trade etc. from 2 volume work by [?Frank
Stanton] Carey
Twiss, Travers & Cantillon, Richard & Sargant, William Lucas
& Stein, Heinrich Friedrich Karl & Jones, Richard? & Greeley,
Horace? & Carey, Frank Stanton?
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42 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
many sheets acidic, dirty and worn on right hand edge
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Marshall, Mary Paley & Marshall, Charles William & Unknown
Wife and brother of Alfred Marshall
1888
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Largely written evidence of Indians from Bombay area about
prices, wages and rents sent to Alfred Marshall by his brother
Charles William.
Also 4 pp. notes of Mary Marshall headed 'Indian Village
Communities compared with those of Japan, J[uici] Soyeda'
and '[Henry James Sumner] Maine's V[illage] C[ommunities] 4
Ed[ition]'. Soyeda presented a paper to Cambridge Economic
Club c.1886 [see Econclub 2].
3 folded sheets answers to Mr Marshall's Questions by
unknown author [signature illegible].
21 pp. answers and remarks by C[harles] W[illiam] M[arshall],
older brother of Alfred Marshall. He went to India in 1858 and
worked for the Bengal Silk Co. It appears Alfred had asked
him to gather information on changes in wages, prices and
rents in India in the last 30 years. This may have been in
connection with Alfred Marshall's evidence to Gold and Silver
Commission 1887-8 or preliminary to Indian Currency
Commission 1899.
170 pp. answers of 15 Indians to Alfred Marshall's ten
questions on price of work of different kinds, rents, cost of
food, annual income and amount spent on alcohol.
Respondents are named, but also given a letter, A-D, F-P
survive. Include comments of Charles Marshall in brackets
and some annotations of Alfred.
Marshall, Alfred & Marshall, Charles William & Soyeda, Juici &
Maine, Henry Charles Sumner
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199 loose sheets (few folded and one top half only) approx
136 mm x 213 mm, within dark green, textured, cloth-covered
cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm each board. Thread
which kept evidence in separate sections removed 1 Oct
1997.
Filing holes in top left corners of Indian evidence, ink and
some paper acidic.
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Mathematical Theory of Value

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary
Summary
Summary
Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary
Summary
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Notes used in writing of "Principles of Economics".
5 pp. "note relating to [Antoine Augustin] Cournot originally
proposed as part of Note XIII of appendix to Vol.I [of
Principles] on unstable = [equilibrium]". Section of original
page stuck onto sheet with Marshall's heading, 4 pp.
(numbered 10b-e) original note of c.1874. Annotation of 24
Sep 1886 by ?Mary Paley Marshall on reverse of 10d.
1 p. formula for demand and supply headed Book III ch. III
and IV with elasticity of order, later blue pencil annotation "for
Book V ch.III"
5 pp. notes and supply-demand diagrams from Cournot,
'Recherches sur les Principes Mathematiques de la Theorie
des Richesses'
12 pp. within folded sheet math[ematica]l notes on rent.
Marshall noted on 1 Oct 1887 that he was keeping them for a
possible future treatise.
2 pp. (numbered 15b and c) 'rejected appendix II material' on
relationship between production of meat and hide of cattle
(joint supply). Various annotations by Marshall including that
was originally written for Book V chapter IV.
9 pp. on rent folded together; 4 pp. headed 'pure theory of
rent' explaining 5 figures, 1 p. (numbered 45) note on
business earnings, 1 p. (numbered 5) headed 'supp[ositio]n II'
on reducing measurement of capital and labour to one unit
(cites Jevons and McCulloch), 2 pp. on rent giving outline of
section of 'Principles' on it, 1 p. 10 collographed figures (1-5
deleted) which seem to relate to first 4 pages this section.
8 pp. on rent folded together, outer sheet originally headed
'Part IV chapter IV' with note of Oct 1884 or 89 on Indian land
tax or rent; 1 p. Beaulieu's points against Ricardo; 6 pp.
(numbered 6-11a) draft ideas for Principles on arts of
production.
5 pp. comments on mathematical notes to Principles in
unknown hand with Marshall's annotations; 5 pp. (numbered
4-8) Marshall's notes c.1880 on national wealth; 3 pp.
mathematical notes folded together, 2 for Book IV chapter II
law of diminishing returns, one on supply curves; 2 pp. on
kinds of wages and total utility; 2 pp. printed abstracts of
papers given to section F British Association for the
Advancement of Science by Edwin Cannan and L.L.Price; 3
pp. in unknown hand on problem of calculating future values
of property.
9 pp. folded together, 7 in Marshall's hand headed 'Part IV
mathematical notes (on wages and Rent)' with later
annotations, 2 in unknown hand commenting on Marshall.
17 pp. mathematical notes, 10 small (numbered i-x), 7 of
various sizes and dates, one headed 'B chapter III'.
Cournot, Antoine Augustin & Marshall, Mary Paley & Cannan,
Edwin & Price, L.L.

Subject keywords
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89 loose sheets various sizes folded to approx 140 mm x 235
mm, within dark green, textured, cloth-covered cardboard
folder 155 mm x 243 mm each board
Some sheets dirty and worn on edges, many have filing holes

Publication record
Type
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partial transcript notes on Cournot
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867- 1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol 2, pp.240-8
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Notes on definition of Political Economy, value, capital, wealth
etc., some used in lectures.
1 p. Marshall's outline of definitions of Political Economy; 4 pp.
of the same; 1 p. question 'Is Political Economy a deductive
Science', 2 pp. answering this point.
3 pp. from work of [Georg Wilhelm Friedrich] Roscher, part in
German; 1 p. J.S. Mill's definition; 3 pp. Mill on Comte; 1 p.
book list for special points and books connected with Political
Economy; 3 pp. references to scope; 2 pp. from [George
Henry Sumner] Maine on contracts versus legislation.
5 pp. from various authors on productive and unproductive
labour; 2 pp. on sterile labour; 16 pp. (numbered 1-15 with
insert) on definitions of value from works of Adam Smith,
David Ricardo, John Stuart Mill, Frederic Bastiat and Henry
Dunning Macleod.
5 pp. on fixed and circulating capital; 2 groups of 3 pp. each,
notes on Mill's Proposition IV on Capital: Demand for
Commodities is not Demand for Labour; 2 pp. on same topic
using example of man buying £1000 of velvet (2nd page found
in Marshall 4/21); 1 p. Marshall's views on definition of capital.
17 pp. headed 'Capital' using same authors as on value [see
above]; 2 pp. on characteristics and definition of wealth; 23
pp. including folded cover sheet headed 'Method and [scope?]
of P.E.', on art versus science, the scope, ground gained and
methods of Political Economy using various authors including
Roscher, 5 pp. later notes answering the question 'How far are
experiments possible in economics and how far are they
needed?', lecture outline for second lecture, notes headed
'lect[ure] on adv[ances?]' in P.E.
1 p. definition of wealth; 2 pp. headed 'value of ?
Roscher, Wilhelm Georg Friedrich & Maine, Henry Charles
Sumner & Mill, John Stuart & Comte, Auguste & Smith, Adam
& Ricardo, David & Bastiat, Frederic & Macleod, Henry
Dunning
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102 loose sheets, most approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark
green, textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243
mm each board
Mainly good, some sheets dirty and creased on edges
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Marshall, Alfred
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Method [reused folder]

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Mounted press cuttings of Marshall's early lectures on study of
Political Economy and other notes on definitions.
1 p. mounted cutting headed 'Science and Art' on fact that
economists are concerned with broader ethical and social
issues, possibly by Marshall; 1 p. cutting re economics and
politics with annotation by Marshall.
1 p. report from 'Bristol Times and Mirror' Oct 10 1877 of
Marshall's lecture as Principal of University College Bristol
entitled 'The Aims and Methods of Economic Study'; 1 p.
reports from 'Bristol Daily Press' and 'Bristol Times and Mirror'
of introductory lecture on Political Economy.
3 pp. mounted text of Marshall's 'Beehive' articles of April 18
and May 2 1874 on 'The Laws of Political Economy. What
they can teach and what they cannot teach' and letter to same
journal of Aug 13. Minor inked corrections on each text.
8 pp. on definition of productive versus unproductive labour,
possibly for a lecture; 1 p. general outline of economics
headed 'science: what is it'; 1 p. questions which Marshall put
to lace workers in Devon (sometime between 1877-81); 2 pp.
(numbered 7-8) folded together, headed 'Induction and
deduction, its relation to pure and applied science' on reverse,
with marginal note to an article published in 1875.
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17 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm or folded to that
size, 2 smaller sheets, within dark green, textured,
cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm each
board.
Some sheets foxed and torn on edges
verbatim transcript of ff.5-6
R. Harrison, 'Two early articles by Alfred Marshall' in
'Economic Journal' vol. 73 (Sept. 1963), pp. 422-30
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Mills Fundamental Prop[ositio]n

Content
Summary

Summary

Summary

Free field
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2 pp. on Proposition I headed 'Industry is limited by Capital'; 2
pp. headed 'Prop II: Capital' which cite [David] Ricardo's
evidence to a committee of House of Lords in 1819; 1 p.
relationship of capital and pleasure derived from it; 1 p. on
ratio between yearly increase of capital and total amount; 2
pp. (numbered 20-21) headed 'machinery' giving equation for
rate of profit of capitalist when he gradually replaces his
workers with machines.
2 pp. (folded) headed 'Fixed v circulating capital' giving
Marshall's calculations and problems to solve; 1 p. headed
'Emigration' giving affects on English economy; 4 pp.
Marshall's comments on another's work on demand for
commodities, with annotations of ?Herbert Somerton Foxwell;
1 p. comment on Proposition III headed 'Capital is consumed'.
13 pp. on 4th Proposition by Mary Paley Marshall, probably for
a lecture; notes within folder headed 'Labour: Influence of
Machinery', 5 pp. including table of effect of introducing
machinery on wage capital, 2 pp. equation to express
relationship between production of labourers v machines, 1 p.
on expenses of production, 1 p. how much a machine must
produce in a year.
Mill, John Stuart & Ricardo, David & Foxwell, Herbert
Somerton
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38 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, 1 smaller, within
dark green, textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm
x 243 mm each board
Some sheets dirty and worn on edges
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1 p. (numbered ?11 1/2) Marshall's comment on Mill's theory
of value of money, intended as footnote in ?'Principles'; 1 p.
comment on Mill's equation for rapidity of circulation of
coinage
Mill, John Stuart

2 loose sheets 225 mm x 287 mm, folded within light green,
cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm each board
creased and damaged on edges. One sheet has filing hole in
top left corner
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New Countries: Agriculture I
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Notes within the folder have come from a brown envelope
which has 'Agriculture: selected notes prior to 1985[sic] about'
in Marshall's hand on it. They relate to England or Ireland.
1 p. notes on condition of agricultural labourer early in
seventeenth century from Knight [work not identified]; 1 p.
agricultural statistics; 1 p. population figures for future if
certain rate of increase applied; 1 p. question on justification
for repealing English Corn Laws in light of effect of Roman
import of low-price corn.
3 pp. on history of English agriculture from various sources; 1
p. mounted cutting of farm accounts from 'Economist' 26 July
1879; 1 p. list main dates and events effecting agriculture
1200-1562; 1 p. on coal prices in Ireland; envelope previously
containing notes
Knight, [-]

10 loose sheets of various sizes and brown envelope within
dark green, textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm
x 243 mm each board
some sheets acidic and dirty, some have filing holes in top left
corner
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Varied notes which appear to have been weeded by Marshall
at some time.
1 p. printed scheme for workhouse reform by G.H. Cook,
presented to Marshall.
1 p. (folded sheet) Marshall's signed draft 'Memorandum on
the Recommendation of the Royal Commission on the
Housing of the Working Classes that Railway Companies,
displacing population, should be "required to provide new
accommodation etc" First Report p.53'. Marshall suggested
that railways should run far more workmen's trains so that
displaced workers could live in the suburbs outside London
and therefore be healthier. Marshall comments on lack of
restriction to height of new workers' housing, resulting in 6-7
storeys. Would like to see money spent on open spaces and
playgrounds and encouragement to move out of London all
employment which did not need to be there. Mentions
industrial villages society. [1st Report of this Commission is
1884-5, Command paper 4402, but a Joint Select Committee
of 1902 was also concerned with rehousing when displaced by
works etc.]
4 pp. scheme for indoor and outdoor poor relief, one section
headed 'In addition to what is said in Economics of Industry'.
Marshall believes it possible to create thrift by Act of
Parliament and that education is the best remedy for
pauperism. 'The state owes a debt to the paupers whom its
folly has created and should pay it off by liberal education'.
5 pp. (numbered 2-6) early notes headed 'labor' on growth of
Poor Laws 1551-1601, from Knight's 'History'; 1 p. stray 1937
Cambridge statistics exam paper with pencil annotations to
questions in 2 different hands and 'revise to C.W. Guillebaud'
in top left corner.
Cook, G.H. & Guillebaud, Claude William & Knight, [-]

12 loose sheets various sizes, 2 printed, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
some sheets acidic and worn on edges, exam paper creased
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Population: efficiency of labour

Content
Summary
Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary
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Notes by Alfred and Mary Marshall on different aspects of
efficiency of workers.
1 p. (folded) notes from [Edward Bouverie] Pusey, 'Daniel the
Prophet: nine lectures...with copious notes' (1864) on
multiplication of world's population from time of Noah with
Marshall's calculations.
5 pp. Mary Marshall's notes on law of population and
efficiency of population from [Sir Francis] Galton's 'Inquiries
into human faculty and its development' (1879) and
'Hereditary genius: an inquiry into its laws and consequences'
(1869); 1 p. her note from Report of Anthropometric
Committee of British Association 1883 on height and weight
by racial origin; 10 pp. her notes [made at different times] on
efficiency of labourers from Report of the Royal Commission
on Technical Instruction 1884 [Command paper 3981],
possibly some from 1867 Commission on Technical
Education.
1 p. (folded) headed 'Efficiency of Labour: Technical
Education as promoting' containing: 1 p. mounted press
cutting reporting speech of the President, Dr. Charles William
Siemens at meeting of Iron and Steel Institute in Paris, 16
Sept [1877]; 1 p. comment to Marshall whilst on board 'Spain'
to U.S.A. of 'travelled Swiss' on education, 29 May 1875; 3 pp.
notes on technical education from J. Scott Russell 'Systematic
technical education for the English people' (1869); 2 pp.
Marshall's notes headed 'Education as a remedy for low
wages'; 7 pp. Marshall's notes on technical education under
various sub-headings.
1 p. (folded) headed 'Efficiency of labour: The British
Workman' ['The Labour Question' deleted] containing: 1 p.
headed 'Human labor: statistics' citing Agricultural Gazette
1874 on alleged north-south differences in productivity; 1 p.
Marshall's 'preliminary conditions of a good workman', who
should be 'ever content with what he has'; 1 p. mounted
newscutting from 'Daily News' 13 April 1872 on north-south
labourers efficiency question; 1 p. headed 'wages' on French
v. English labour; 4 pp. on labour and wages from [Thomas]
Brassey 'On work and wages'; 1 p. mounted cutting from
?Economist 5 April 1876 on English v. French coal-mining; 1
p. (folded) mounted cutting from 'Times' 25 Jan 1878; 1 p.
headed 'earnings' from Leroy-Beaulieu's 'Essai sur la
repartition des richesses' (1883, 2nd ed.).
Pusey, Edward Bouverie & Galton, Francis & Siemens,
Charles William & Russell, J. Scott & Brassey, Thomas &
Leroy-Beaulieu, Paul
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44 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm or folded to that
size, within dark green, textured, cloth-covered cardboard
folder 155 mm x 243 mm each board
Some sheets acidic, dirty and worn on outer edges
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Very varied notes and cuttings by both Alfred and Mary, many
on division of labour.
1 p. (folded) headed 'Production: Improvements in machinery
(see also agriculture)' containing: 1 p. mounted press cutting
describing agricultural implements at Paris Exhibition, 15 Aug
[?1878]; 1 p. cutting from 'Times' 20 Dec 1884 giving annual
return of shipbuilding on Clyde; 1 double p.(folded) Marshall's
copy of a table of land tenures for Ireland, Great Britain and
other European countries originally published Dec 1869; 1 p.
(folded) Marshall's definition of standard of living and results
of various changes in efficiency, importation of food etc.; 1 p.
Mary Marshall's table of land tenure in England and Wales
from Brodrick? 'English Land'; 9 pp. headed 'English land and
American competition', probably for lecture c.1878; 5 pp.
headed 'miscellaneous results of Duke of Richmond's
Commission' [Royal Commission into Depresed Condition of
the Agricultural Interests, 1879-82];
1 p. Mary Marshall's notes on high farming and new
machinery; 4 pp. Alfred's notes on Wakefield system of
colonization citing others' views of it; 1 p. Mary Marshall's
agricultural statistics from 'Economist' 25 April 1885; 8 pp. her
notes from various volumes of Royal Commission into
Depressed Condition of the Agricultural Interests.
1 p. Alfred's note on division of labour; 8 pp. paper headed
'allotments' on hypothetical case of agricultural labourers
being able to earn additional £5 a year from other work; 1 p.
on patents; 1 p. on economy of steam power; 14 pp. (different
series) on division of labour. 1 p. (folded) headed 'Production:
Division of Labor' containing 8 pp. notes, 1 quotes from
published works, 4 on the higher education of women, 3 from
work of J. Scott Russell.
Brodrick?

68 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
Some sheets acidic, foxed and dirty on edges
Verbatim transcript ff. 36-43, allotments
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867- 1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol. 1, pp. 201-4
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Mostly early notes on international trade and protection, some
of which Marshall planned to use for publication.
44 pp. text plus 4 pp. diagrams (numbered 1,4-30,34-40 with
insertions, figs. 6-15) essay on international trade. Sections
appear to have been written at different times, text p.1 does
not go on to next page. Later annotations in pencil and red
pencil; 9 pp. (numbered 24.4-10, 24.12-13) on trade between
England and Germany in cloth or linen in view of changes in
exchange rate and cite figs. which are missing.
1 p. pencil notes on nature of American imports and exports; 7
pp. on effect of American tariff; 1 p. (folded) short note on
'Protection: Arguments local to America'.
1 p. (folded) headed 'Protection: NB most of this (but not all)
will go into a later book' containing: 8 pp. (folded) headed A-H
on various aspects of protection, one citing a publication of
April 1885, one referring to [Thomas Henry] Farrer 'Free trade
versus fair trade'; 3 pp. headed 'Next[?] fair trade proposals'; 2
pp. on protection in relation to rate of wages, supposing that
protection in America is abolished; 1 p. Marshall's reasons for
thinking that American protection does not injure England
much; 1 p. (folded) on protection and the migration of capital
and/or labour; 1 p. (folded) originally headed 'Dis=Harmonies',
deleted for 'Protection', giving list of 14 points by letters of
Greek alphabet with probable reference to other notes at end
of some; 1 p. on Next[?] fallacies; 2 pp. on protection in a new
country quoting interview with Thompson; 1 p. (which may go
with preceding 2) on effect of American protection on wages.
16 pp. (folded) notes on pros and cons of protection under 7
headings, mostly on economic arguments, giving references
to published works by [?Robert Ellis] Thompson, Dreau? and
others
Inside both boards of folder are Marshall's corrigenda for 2nd
edition and 'next edition' ?Principles.
Farrer, Thomas Henry & Thompson, Robert Ellis? & Dreau?

103 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm or folded to that
size, within dark green, textured, cloth-covered cardboard
folder 155 mm x 243 mm each board
Early essay worn with ink blots, few other sheets dirty with
torn edges
verbatim transcript of ff. 1-48, international trade
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867- 1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol 1, pp.
261-79
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Two early essays and numerous notes, most from period of
writing 'Principles of Economics'.
1 p. on why rent should be considered in expenses of
production; 1 p. on why rent not included with interest and
earnings; 3 pp. headed 'ch XI Rent' (changed from XIII) listing
various points to be dealt with including effect of rent on costs
of production, equations for produce from different crops; 6
pp. early paper on rent (each page headed with two alphas)
which formulates differences between rent and profit.
20 pp. (numbered 4-22) early essay on rent including 10
diagrams; 2 pp. (numbered I and 3) diagrams concerning rent
with explanatory notes; 4 pp. on Metayer system including
essay question, notes and diagrams; 1 p. on law of
diminishing returns; 6 pp. relating to sections in 'Principles' on
rent, some dated 1886-7, folded inside sheet on rent not
entering into expenses of production; 2 pp. definition of
taxation and note on land rent.
1 p. (folded) headed 'Materials: Rent' which is draft of a
paragraph 3 on land rents for 'Principles', annotated by
Marshall that it should be postponed to 'rent'; 1 p. (folded)
headed 'Rent V: Profits on capital'; 1 p. (folded) notes on rent
from cyclostyled papers; 1 p. mounted cutting from 'Times' 14
Aug 1884 on Russian wood industries, being example of
localisation; 3 pp. (folded) 'Serfdom on the land and in mines.
Perhaps useful in ch. on Land Tenure'.
2 pp. notes on rent citing works of Duke of Argyll, Prout,
[William E.] Bear and [Paul Leroy-] Beaulieu; 3 pp. (folded)
headed 'Book VI ch VIII: Influence of Progress on Rent',
suggested outline 1 Oct 1887 and other notes; 11 pp. early
essay on 'Improvements in arts of production, labor and
capital being stationary' including 7 diagrams, criticising Mill's
views on effects of sudden improvements in agricultural
technique; 1 p. note on supply curves.
Bear, William E. & Leroy-Beaulieu, Paul & Prout, [-] & Mill,
John Stuart
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70 loose sheets various sizes, in dark green, textured,
cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm each board
Early essays very acidic and discoloured, edges worn
Verbatim transcript ff.12-31, 'Rent'
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867- 1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol 1, pp.
239-250
Verbatim transcript ff.59-69, 'Improvements in arts of
production, labor and capital being stationary'
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867- 1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol 1, pp.
229-239
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Mainly single pages of statistics copied from published works
at an early date. There are a few additional comments by
Marshall.
1 p. (folded) mounted cutting of article on prices of
commodities in April-May 1874 from 'Capital and Labour' 10
June 1874, with Marshall's comments; 1 p. on cost of
transport from 'Atlantic Monthly' Sep 1872; 3 separate pp. on
coal, tonnage produced, cost of carriage, production of
different countries and their size; 6 pp. Marshall's calculations
on water and coal power, comparing power of Niagara Falls
and power from coal-burning in England.
1 p. each on coal and water power, value of lands, male
occupations from 1861 census, work per day in foot pounds,
coal production, employers of labour, population in millions
1066-1865, size of shilling and value of corn, Clearing house
totals 1867-1872, banking transactions (10 pp.); 6 pp. on 'lies
of' statistics from work of Sargant; 3 separate pp. with same
heading on measuring health, growth of woollen factories
(citing Marx 'Das Kapital'), Metropolitan health.
1 p. mounted article from 'Beehive' Sep 20 1873 on spirituous
liquor and high wages; 1 p. each on national progress, world
religions, compound interest, price of steel pens, national rent
costs, consumption of alcohol, luxuries in diet, miscellaneous
statistics, imports of corn, malt production and beer licences,
values of American agricultural and industrial production (12
pp.).
2 pp. notes on comparative population table published by
Hubner in 1872; 1 p. each on American agriculture, value of
1871 agricultural imports, textile production (from Brassey),
Berliners' mortality (from Engels), exports USA to Britain (from
Marx), article on Land and Labour League, property tax (7
pp.); 2 pp. statistics on liquor from work by Hoyle; 2 pp. figures
from same author for cloth production and exports 1860's
compared with liquor sales.
1 p. statistics on each of population and acreage per head
from 1871 census, employed people in England and Wales
(from work of Karl Marx), taxation on coffee (from George
Richardson Porter), burden of taxation (from Greg), income
tax (from Marx), taxation by class (from Greg), value of Livre
(from Thomas Tooke), measures of length, food (from Marx),
population increase, corn prices, mortality in different
occupations (from Marx), national income, national
consumption (from R. Dudley Baxter), (14 pp.)
Sargant, William Lucas & Marx, Karl & Hubner, [ ] & Brassey,
Thomas & Engels, Frederic & Hoyle, [ ] & Porter, George
Richardson & Greg, Robert Hyde? & Tooke, Thomas &
Baxter, R. Dudley
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70 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
Mounted articles discoloured, many sheets dirty and creased
on edges
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Groenewegen, Peter, 'A Soaring Eagle: Alfred Marshall
1842-1924', (Aldershot, 1995), p. 163
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Taxation [reused folder, annotated 'probably useless']
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Summary

Summary

Summary
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3 pp. headed 'funding v[ersus] taxation'; 3 pp. on tax on
wages with pencil additions; 1 p. mounted cutting from
'Beehive' 8 Feb 1873 of Leone Levi's study of amount of
taxation falling on the working classes; 2 pp. (numbered IX
9-10) on incidence of taxation; 1 p. headed 'Heavy War tax on
imported wood'; 1 p. on hypothetical tax on salt and effect on
consumers rent, giving a diagram; 1 p. (folded in 4) points on
taxes on property and income for 'Principles', later annotation
that may be technically inaccurate.
28 pp. (numbered 1-25 with inserts) essay including 12
diagrams 'Abstract theory of a general uniform tax', with later
pencil annotation that unsuitable for the last volume. Cites
McCulloch 'A Treatise on the Principles and Practical
Influence of Taxation and the Funding System', Cliffe Leslie's
Cobden Club Essays, work of [?Lorenz von] Stein and John
Macdonell's 'The Land Question'.
4 pp. (numbered 3-6) headed 'Discriminating Duties' including
4 diagrams and being two hypotheses by Marshall; 1 p.
diagram (may relate to previous item) showing tax received by
Government and nett loss due to tax; 12 pp. headed 'tithes', 8
pp. text and 4 of diagrams [text was previously separated in
section 5 notes]; 2 odd pp. notes on taxes from Ricardo,
giving Mill's views on Ricardo's reasoning; 1 p. (folded)
mounted press cutting on results of alterations in assessment
of income tax in 1876 Act and official return of 13 Aug 1879
from Inland Revenue Office of income from Income Tax Acts.
Levi, Leone & McCulloch, John Ramsey & Leslie, Thomas
Edward Cliffe & Stein, Lorenz von? & Macdonell, John &
Ricardo, David & Mill, John Stuart
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60 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
Mounted cuttings foxed, glue causing discolouration. Some
sheets dirty and worn on edges.
Partial transcript ff. 13-31, part of 'Abstract Theory of a
General Uniform Tax'
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867-1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol 2, pp.
285-302
Verbatim transcript ff. 45-57 on tithes
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867-1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol 1, pp. 250-60
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USA industry [reused folder]

Content
Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary

Summary
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Mainly notes made while Marshall was in the USA in the
summer of 1875, on the people he met and industrial works
he visited. Some were put as enclosures in the letters he sent
his mother, Rebecca Marshall. Many are dated and they have
been reordered by date. Some later notes from Cambridge
lectures given after his return.
10 pp. Marshall's lecture notes made after his return from
USA, covering recent changes in scope and methods of
Political Economy and relationship between events in USA
and England. Lists 5 permanent differences between the two
countries, importance of physical geography of USA to events
there, brief comments on slavery and Americans' current
desire to get rich; 6 pp. lecture notes from after return from
USA, about his experiences, outlining his views on utopian
society. Had found evils of USA greater than expected, but
"returned on the whole more sanguine with regard to the
future of the world than I had set out".
10 pp. brief but opinionated lecture notes, from more than one
lecture, cover slavery, racial characteristics, servants, wages,
position of women etc; 2 pp. American agricultural statistics; 4
pp. notes from Report of Bureau of Statistics of Labour,
Massachussetts (1871) on hours of labour, apprenticeship
and Trades Unions; 1 p. population increase figures from USA
census of 1886.
2 pp. sketch of character written whilst on board S.S. Spain en
route to New York 2 June 1875 about a Boardman (Portman);
3 pp. the same 3 June about Irish priest; 1 p. same about a
Swiss man; 1 p. same about Reverend William Nullen, a
missionary returning from Natal; 2 pp. headed 'The Drama'
reporting on Marshall's theatre visits to 'Big Bonanza' and 'The
Orphans' in New York 7-8 June.
2 pp. sketches of character of Shopmen in New York 7-10
June when buying hat and leather box; 5 pp. comments on
Irish in America from visits to works in area of Albany and
Troy 10-11 June, general notes on Irish for lecture after his
return; 2 pp. notes on Germans and English; 1 p. notes on
dinner with [Ralph Waldo] Emerson, Dr. Holmes, Judge Gray
and others at Saturday Club, 26 June; 4 pp. on meeting with
Emerson ?25 June, detailing topics of conversation including
[John] Ruskin and English literary scene.
2 pp. reports headed 'American Inventions' of Marshall's visits
to reaping machine and stove factories in Albany, New York
State, 10 June; 6 pp. same from visits to Bessemer steel,
horse-shoe and railway car works between Albany and Troy,
11 June; 1 p. same from Harmony cotton mill, Cohoes near
Troy, 12 June.
2 pp. headed 'American manufacture' on visit to Mason and
Hamblins [should be Hamlins] Organ Factory, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 22 June; 2 pp. same on 'Pacific Cotton Mills,
Lawrence and c.', also mentions Lowell carpet and cotton
mills; 1 p. on apprenticeship relating to visit to Lowell and
Lawrence manufacturing company's works; 1 p. on visit to
Chickerings Piano works, 25 June.
1 p. headed 'Wages', giving figures from Indianapolis and
Cincinnati area, 26 Aug; 5 pp. notes on Virginia City [Nevada],
on miners' wages being high due to strength of Union,
shareholding, working practices in mines; 1 p. notes on glass
manufacture 5, 8 Sep ?Birmingham, Pa.; 1 p. on petroleum
gas in Al[]gheny valley, Petrolia and Kansas? City 7 Sep
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1875; 1 p. on railworks at Pittsburgh 17? Sep.
2 pp. on meeting with H[enry] C[harles] Carey, economist, 18
Sep.
Nullen, William, Rev & Emerson, Ralph Waldo & Holmes, Dr &
Gray, Judge & Carey, Henry Charles
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82 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
Some sheets dirty and torn on edges. Most have rough filing
holes in top left corner, some of which go through text.
Verbatim transcript of ff.* enclosures to letters
Whitaker, John K., ed., 'The Correspondence of Alfred
Marshall Economist,' 3 vols, (London, 1995), letters ***
Partial transcript ff. 1-11
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867- 1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol 2, pp. 354-5
Partial transcript ff. 62, 73
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867- 1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol 1, p. 54
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An important early paper on theory of value and other short,
early notes.
64 pp. (numbered 1-55 with some insertions, previous
numbers and including 7 pp. diagrams), within folded sheet,
early essay [c1870-1] on theory of value which examines
Adam Smith's definition, then gives Marshall's systematic
views. He divides markets by the period of time involved and
uses supply curves.
Within same folded sheet 1 p. on modern influences on wool
prices from [Arthur] Crump's 'A New Departure in the Domain
of Political Economy' (1878); 1 p. headed 'equilibrium' giving
curves for roller skates when they suddenly become
fashionable.
3 pp. (numbered 13-15, folded) early notes labelled on reverse
'On value' and 'markets for corn', written as for publication with
footnotes; 5 pp. early notes headed 'competition', appear to be
Marshall's views, not from cited author; 2 pp. notes on effect
of machinery on wages fund from article by J[ohn Edward]
Tozer in C[ambridge] P[hilosophical] T[ransactions], 1838; 2
pp. on cotton and colonial produce prices from Crump.
Smith, Adam & Crump, Arthur & Tozer, John Edward

79 loose sheets approx 140 mm x 235 mm, within dark green,
textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm x 243 mm
each board
Some sheets dirty and worn on edges
verbatim transcript ff. 1-67
Whitaker, J.K., ed., 'The Early Economic Writings of Alfred
Marshall 1867- 1890,' 2 vols, (London, 1975), vol 1, pp.
125-159.
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Contents General Notes [Arbitration and Conciliation deleted]
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Folder which previosly contained lists of pupils now Marshall
2/3 and biographical notes now Marshall 9/...
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Dark green, textured, cloth-covered cardboard folder 155 mm
x 243 mm each board
Sound
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Two stray pages of early notes which were with
autobiographical notes now in section 9.
1 large p. (numbered 6) early notes on how interest enters into
expenses of production of beef to greater extent than with
mutton, therefore fall in rate of interest lowers beef prices
relatively to mutton. As a railway tunnel takes a long time to
construct, compound interest may amount to large amount by
the end of construction. This is one of reasons that railway
tunnels go round hills in new countries when they would have
gone through them in old countries. Amount of interest that
enters into expenses of production almost always greater than
at first sight. Part of cost of steel pen is interest on capital that
was invested years before in mine from which iron ore came,
both for pen and machine that makes it.
1 p. curve representing a crisis when prices and interest rates
fall rapidly and then rise.
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1 sheet 226 mm x 284 mm, 1 sheet 230 mm x 142 mm
Creased on folds, smaller sheet badly

